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New Innovations
Fall 2021 Conference

Renewal Reminder
Rotation Protocol & Attestation

The New Innovations Fall Conference is returning to the
InterContinental Cleveland Conference Center. October
19th-21st for three days of learning, networking, and
exclusive insights from the New Innovations team.

2021-2022 program rotation protocol and attestation
review is well underway.
MMCGME Services has reached out to program
management teams and GME offices to review
resident and fellow rotation protocols and
attestations for the 2021-2022 academic year.

Three learning tracks are available:
GME Symposium
Fundamental Track
Progressive Track
To register for the New Innovations Conference click here.

Rotation reviews/updates and signed attestation
are due to MMCGME Services no later than August
31st.

MedEd To Go, is an informational app resource for
residents and fellows to use as they rotate between
sites throughout the Twin Cities.
The app provides vital information specific to rotation sites
highlighting features such as; parking, food/meals, facility amenities
and EPIC training.
To learn more, download the Guidebook app and search for

MedEd To Go today! Click here for instructions.

ACGME AWARE Well-Being Resources
AWARE is a suite of on-demand well-being resources designed to promote well-being among residents, faculty
members, and GME community members. It highlights strategies for cognitive skill-building and includes a
video workshop, podcasts, and the ACGME AWARE app.
Programs, institutions, and individuals can download educational resources to mitigate the effects of stress and
burnout and cultivate well-being. For more information click here.

Coordinator Corner...

What's the Pod Squad?
Love podcasts and can't stop listening to them or talking about them? If so, join us for The Pod Squad. It's like a book
club but for podcasts! The Pod Squad is brought to you through a joint effort of the MMCGME Operations
Committee & the UMN Coordinator Advisory Work Group.
The Pod Squad group will be taking a short recess during this very busy time in residency and fellowship program
training. Podcasts will reconvene in August 2021, keep an eye on your email for updates and invites to future
events.
If you would like to share encouragement, ideas, or techniques with the coordinator community, please forward an
email to prime025@umn.edu.
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